
Digi-Blocks are a proven, teacher-tested, hands on
base 10 block learning system for K to Gr. 5+.

Compose and decompose values, the
self-correcting “smart box” only closes when
there are 10 blocks inside, eliminating
recounting or trading.
Digi-Blocks instill a profound understanding
of number sense fast, elegantly modeling all
four arithmetic operations.
Digi-Block grows with your students building
on previous learning while modeling
increasingly sophisticated mathematical
topics:place-value, factoring, division,
decimals and more.

Digi-Blocks
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Place Value Mat   

Laminated mats, sturdy flip cards for Digi-Blocks or other 
manipulatives.

238-0499 Place Value Mat with Digit Cards - set of 6 $234.99
238-0382 Decimal Place Value Mat - set of 12 $269.99

Digi-Block Counter

Inclined place value board – hundreds, tens, ones with self-
correcting ejector that allows up to 9 blocks in each place. Plus dry-
erase surface, pen and digit display dials.

238-00471 2-Place counter, 6-pack  $219.99
238-5437 3-place counter - single  $159.99

Digi-Blocks are a proven, teacher-tested, hands-
on base 10 block learning system for K to Gr. 5+. 
Compose and decompose values, the self-correcting 
"smart box" only closes when there are 10 blocks inside, 
eliminating recounting or trading. Digi-Blocks instill a 
profound understanding of number sense fast, elegantly 
modeling all four arithmetic operations. Digi-Block grows 
with your students building on previous learning while 
modeling increasingly sophisticated mathematical topics:  
place-value, factoring, division, decimals and more.

Digi-Blocks Block-of-1000

The largest holders, they contain ten Blocks-of-100. Includes 1,000 x 
1 blocks, 100 x 10 holders, 10 x100 holders, 1 x 1,000 holder.

238-0122C Power  $599.99
238-5180 Classic  $599.99

Power blocks: 
Coloured for additional 
differentiation of value.

Classic: 
Opaque blocks, 
uniform colour.

Number Lines   

Rubberized surface practically sticks Digiblocks with end tabs 
preventing them from falling off.  One face with 0-30 (or 0-50), with 
hash marks on reverse for subitizing.

238-0487 0 to 30 - set of 6  $149.99
238-0488 0 to 50 - set of 6  $149.99

Classic

Clear Holder 
- Classic

Power

Clear Holder 
- Power

Digi-Blocks Block-of-100

Ten Block-of-100 fill the block-of-1000. Includes 100 x 100 unit blocks, 
10 x 10-holders and 1 x 100-holder.

238-5170 Classic  $74.99
238-0117C Power  $74.99
238-0544 Clear Holder - Classic  $77.99
238-0091C Clear Holder - Power  $77.99

FIND more on Louisekool.com
Digi-Blocks
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